
CEILING

G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

This product is suitable for damp locations.

This instruction shows a typical installation.

Installing the Fixture

1A

#8-32 SCREW

CROSSBAR

ELECTRICAL

BOX

Mount the crossbar to the electrical box using the

provided screws.

Make sure the fixture canopy is grounded in accordance

with local electrical codes.
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C AUTION — RISK OF FIRE

This product requires installation by a qualified

electrician. Before installing be sure to read all

instructions and DISCONNECT POWER TO THE

ELECTRICAL BOX.
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1B

Feed the electrical wires through the canopy post

Mount the fixture canopy to the electrical box with the

two thumb screws.
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THUMB SCREW

FIXTURE CANOPY
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NOTE: Assistance will be need to install this
fixture.

1.0

Installation Instructions for

700FMTPO_-CF

920FMTOPOCF

Topo Flushmount (Compact Fluorescent)
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Insert the shade onto the threaded nipple through the

shade center bracket. While holding the shade in place,

screw in a nut and secure the shade by completely

tightening the nut.
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1C

Install the housing base to the threaded nipple and

secure it by screwing on a nut and completely

tightening it .
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1E

FIXTURE CANOPY

Detach the lamp assembly cover from the base by

loosening and removing the four screws.
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1D LAMP ASSEMBLY HOUSING BASE

SCREW

LAMP ASSEMBLY
HOUSING COVER

Connect the fixture white wire to the neutral power line

wire with a wire nut.

Connect the fixture black wire to the hot power line

wire with a wire nut.

Place all wires and wire nut connections inside the lamp

assembly housing and re-install it. (Reversal of step 1D)
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1F

NUT

SHADE CENTER
BRACKET

THREADED
NIPPLE

NUT
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Installing the Lamps & Glass Disk

3

NIPPLE

2A

Use Watt GX24Q-2 BaseMAX 18
Triple Tube Compact Fluorescent Lamp.

CAUTION: To reduce the risk of a burn or electric

shock during relamping, disconnect the power to

the fixture.

1 Push the lamp base firmly into the sockets.

2B

LAMP SOCKET

GLASS DISK

NIPPLE

CAP
2

Place the glass disk onto the nipple and secure it against

the shade pegs with the cap.
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NOTE: Do not over tighten the cap. Overtightening

may break the glass and result in injury. Ensure that

the silicone grommet in the glass disk is in place.

SHADE PEG

1
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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